Jungle Songs

Slithering Sliding Snake
NU RS ERY RHYMES 12 3

Slip, slip, slippery, slithering sliding
You can’t see me, I’m too good at hiding
So “who are you?” I hear you shout
Hold on a minute, and you’ll find out…
I’ve got no feet, and I’ve got no knees
But I still love to climb up trees
I sleep in the day, and I come out at night
Don’t pick me up or you might get a bite

I shed my skin when I want to grow,
And then I get really hungry so
I sit very still, and I lie and wait…
Then I reach out and GRAB you
‘Cause I’m a snake! I’m a snake!
I’m a slip, slip, slippery, slithering sliding
I’m a slip, slip, slippery, slithering sliding
A slip, slip, slippery, slithering sliding snake

Hungry Piranhas
NU RS ERY RHYMES 12 3

(Nibble nibble, yum yum
Nibble nibble, yum yum)
Splish, splash, nibble nibble
Don’t step in the river
We will nibble on your toes
We will nibble on your nose
We will nibble on your feet
We will nibble on your cheeks
We will nibble up your leg
We will nibble on your neck
Watch out! Watch out!
There are piranhas about
Watch out! Watch out!

There are piranhas about!
Splish, splash, nibble nibble
Don’t step in the river
We will nibble on your fingers
We will nibble on your ears
We will nibble on your palms
We will nibble up your arms
We will nibble on your elbows
We will nibble on your eyebrows
Watch out! Watch out!
There are piranhas about
Munch munch, yummy yummy…
… we’re going to nibble on your tummy!
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Crocodile Suit
NU RS ERY RHYMES 12 3

When I was only 3, my mother said to me…
“Don’t step on the cracks, or a crocodile will get you”
I replied, “Ha ha Mummy, I know you’re teasing me
‘Cause crocodiles don’t live under the ground
No! Crocodiles don’t live under the ground”
So I ran into the yard, where the ground was dry and hard
And I jumped on all the cracks singing
“Croccy come and get me!”
Suddenly I heard a sound, and when I turned around
A crocodile was right in front of me
Woah! A crocodile was right in front of me
Well it gave me such a fright, that I began to cry
And with tears down my cheeks, I said
“Croccy, please don’t eat me!”
“Don’t be sad” the croc replied
And I was quite surprised how
The crocodile sounded just like my Mum
….uh?
The crocodile sounded just like my Mum
Then I looked up and suddenly I saw
That this crocodile had soft and furry jaws
And a zip all the way around its waist
I said… “you’re not a real crocodile!
You’re just a person in disguise,
And I know who’s inside…”
Yeah!
The crocodile was really just my Mum
Oh! The crocodile was really just my Mum
Wearing a crocodile costume
She said “I’m sorry if I scared you”
And she gave me a big hug.
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The Sloth’s Lazy Lullaby
NU RS ERY RHYMES 12 3

People say I’m so lazy,
Well I don’t mind, that’s fine by me
Why live your life so fast?
Take a minute, just relax
And breathe
Ahhh…
Sometimes I like to
Count the clouds as they go drifting
Out across the sky, singing one-two-three-four-five
And watch the sunlight sparkling and
Dancing through the leaves
Come and hang around with me, in my tree,
We can be lazy… lazy…
High up and way out of reach
I curl up and hide in the leaves
Where I close my tiny eyes
Softly sing my lullabies
And dream…
And in my dreams I
Count the clouds as they go drifting
Out across the sky, singing one-two-three-four-five
And watch the sunlight sparkling and
Dancing through the leaves
Come and hang around with me, in my tree,
We can be lazy… lazy…
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Ants! Ants! Ants!
NU RS ERY RHYMES 12 3

(Left, right, left, right, left, right, left, ants!
Left, right, left, right, left, right, left, ants!)
Some of us are workers and we work for the queen,
Some of us are soldiers and we’re big bad and mean
Some of us are so small that we’ve hardly been seen
But we can rule the jungle ‘cause we work as a team
We’re ants, ants, ants, take a glance and you’ll see,
That we can rule the jungle ‘cause we work as a team
(Left, right, left, right, left, right, left, ants!
Left, right, left, right, left, right, left, ants!)
We crawl up the tree trunks and we cut down the leaves
And if you don’t watch out then we will crawl up your sleeves
We tidy up the jungle and we keep it all clean
And everything is easy ‘cause we work as a team
We’re ants, ants, ants, take a glance and you’ll see,
That we can rule the jungle ‘cause we work as a team
We’re ants, ants, ants, oh! You’d better believe
That everything is easy ‘cause we work as a team
(Left, right, left, right, left, right, left, ants!
Left, right, left, right, left, right)
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The Jaguar’s Dinner
NU RS ERY RHYMES 12 3

Down beside the river, the jaguar prowls
Creeping through the jungle, as quiet as a mouse
She climbs along a branch above the water to see
If she can catch a tasty snack to eat for her tea
Suddenly she spies with her jaguar eyes
A fish in the river goes swimming by
She licks her lips and wiggles her hips and jumps with a splash
But she was too slow, it was gone in a flash
She climbs out of the water and shakes off her fur
Then over in the bushes, she hears something stir
She leaps and bounds towards the sound and dives right in
But there was nothing there, it was only the wind…
She’s picking out the leaves from her jaguars paws
When from the river bank comes the sound of a snore
She creeps across to see what is making the noise
Her tummy rumbles and she can’t believe her eyes
Now she won’t be hungry in a very long while
Because she’s caught a sleeping crocodile!

Monkeys in a Tree
NU RS ERY RHYMES 12 3

Monkeys in a tree, monkeys in a tree
One, two, three, how many can you see?
They hang around, upside down
Swinging by their tails in the breeze
Oh! Monkeys in a tree
Monkeys on the ground,
monkeys on the ground
Four, five, six, watch them jump around
They laugh and play, and shout “wehey!”

And no-one ever tells them to calm down
Oh! Monkeys on the ground
Monkeys in my room, monkeys in my room
Seven, eight, nine, ten,
chase them with a broom
They jump off chairs, and run downstairs
And steal all the knives and
forks and spoons
Oh! Monkeys in my room
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You’re A Butterfly
NU RS ERY RHYMES 12 3

You were a green and hairy beast
On juicy plant leaves, you would feast
All the day, every day
Then underneath some twigs
You built a chrysalis
To hide away, nice and safe
Suddenly a great surprise,
You burst out into the light
To be free!
So lovely, lovely
You’re a butterfly, a butterfly
Taking off in flight
Wearing red and green,
and blue and gold
Skipping through the light
You’re a butterfly, a butterfly,
Dancing in the air

Sparkling with wings of glitter
No more mister caterpillar
You flutter round for hours
Drinking nectar from the flowers
It tastes so sweet
You’re a master of disguise
With your wings that look like eyes
To scare the birds away
You’re a butterfly, a butterfly
Taking off in flight
Wearing red and green,
and blue and gold
Skipping through the light
You’re a butterfly, a butterfly,
Dancing in the air
Sparkling with wings of glitter
No more mister caterpillar

What’s an Ocelot?
NU RS ERY RHYMES 12 3

You’ve heard about the jaguar who’s always on the prowl,
You’ve heard about the snake, the monkey and the crocodile
You’ve laid your eyes on butterflies in blue and red and green
But there’s one more jungle animal I bet you’ve never seen…
The ocelot (ocelot!)
Who is that? (he’s a cat!)
Who lives among the trees
He’s very very shy
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The ocelot (ocelot!)
Who is that? (he’s a cat!)
And when he hears a noise
He’ll run away and hide
So if you want to see him
You need… to… be… very quiet…
(Shhhh…)
In the deepest jungle when there’s no-one else around,
If you listen carefully you might just hear a ‘yowl’
And you know it’s not a parrot, or the howling of the wind,
It’s the sound of the ocelot calling to his friends
The ocelot (ocelot!)
Who is that? (he’s a cat!)
Who lives among the trees
He’s very very shy
The ocelot (ocelot!)
Who is that? (he’s a cat!)
And when he hears a noise
He’ll run away and hide
So if you want to see him
You need… to… be… very quiet…
(Shhhh…)
Meow, meow-meow meow meow meow, meow-meow (meow meow meow meow)
Meow, meow-meow meow meow meow, meow-meow
The ocelot (ocelot!)
Who is that? (he’s a cat!)
Who lives among the trees
He’s very very shy
The ocelot (ocelot!)
Who is that? (he’s a cat!)
And when he hears a noise
He’ll run away and hide
So if you want to see him
You need… to… be… very, very, very quiet… (Shhhh…)
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